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Abstract: This study assessed the safety and performance of ARTFit, a new tool embedded in MAE-
STRO, the cochlear implant (CI) system software by MED-EL GmbH (Innsbruck, Austria). ARTFit
automatically measures thresholds of the electrically evoked compound action potential (ECAP) to
produce initial ‘maps’ (ECAPMAPs), i.e., configuration settings of the audio processor that the audi-
ologist switches to live mode and adjusts for comfortable loudness (LiveECAPMAPs). Twenty-three
adult and ten pediatric users of MED-EL CIs participated. The LiveECAPMAPs were compared to
behavioral maps (LiveBurstMAPs) and to the participants’ everyday clinical maps (ClinMAPs). Four
evaluation measures were considered: average deviations of the maximum comfortable loudness
(MCL) levels of the LiveECAPMAPs and the LiveBurstMAPs from the MCLs of the ClinMAPs;
correlations between the MCLs of the LiveECAPMAPs (MCLecap) and the LiveBurstMAPs (MCLburst)
with the MCLs of the ClinMAPs (MCLclin); fitting durations; and speech reception thresholds (SRTs).
All evaluation measures were analyzed separately in the adult and pediatric subgroups. For all
evaluation measures, the deviations of the LiveECAPMAPs from the ClinMAPs were not larger than
those of the LiveBurstMAPs from the ClinMAPs. The Pearson correlation between the MCLecap and
the MCLclin across all channels was r2 = 0.732 (p < 0.001) in the adult and r2 = 0.616 (p < 0.001) in the
pediatric subgroups. The mean fitting duration in minutes for the LiveECAPMAPs was significantly
shorter than for that of the LiveBurstMAPs in both subgroups: adults took 5.70 (range 1.90–11.98)
vs. 9.27 (6.83–14.72) min; children took 3.03 (1.97–4.22) vs. 7.35 (3.95–12.77). SRTs measured with
the LiveECAPMAPs were non-inferior to those measured with the ClinMAPs and not statistically
different to the SRTs measured with the LiveBurstMAPs. ARTFit is a safe, quick, and reliable tool for
audiologists to produce ECAP-based initial fitting maps in adults and young children who are not
able to provide subjective feedback.

Keywords: cochlear implant; electrically evoked compound action potential (ECAP); auditory nerve
response telemetry (ART); ARTFit; automated fitting; speech perception

1. Introduction

A cochlear implant (CI) is an auditory prosthesis used to restore hearing perception
in people with severe to profound sensorineural hearing loss. Its multi-electrode array is
normally inserted into the scala tympani and makes use of electrical stimulation to excite
the surrounding neuronal population. In turn, this neuronal population generates action
potentials that propagate along the auditory nerve and usually leads to auditory perception
and speech comprehension.

Different surgical approaches are possible for CI implantation, e.g., [1]. At our clinic,
a standard fashion as described in [2] is used.
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A CI should be programmed—i.e., fitted—individually for each person using a CI.
A fitting map is a set of electrical parameters that is adapted to each person’s individual
needs with the goal being to achieve optimal sound perception. An initial fitting map is
created during the first CI activation (when the audio processor is switched on). In the first
few months after activation, several fitting sessions are usually necessary to refine the map,
which then remains relatively stable over time [3].

Behavioral fitting procedures are currently considered standard clinical practice. One
of the most important tasks in behavioral fitting is to determine the behavioral threshold
(THR) and the level of maximum comfortable loudness (MCL) for each channel of the
electrode array [4]. The THR and MCL define the lower and upper bounds of the electrical
stimulation levels of each channel. The THR and MCL levels are measured by observing the
response of the person using the CI to a series of short current bursts (i.e., biphasic charge-
balanced electrical pulses) delivered to each channel, as in the implants manufactured by
MED-EL GmbH (Innsbruck, Austria).

In the context of this paper, the set of parameters obtained from this fitting procedure
is called a burst map (BurstMAP)—see Section 2.4 (Procedure) for details. When switched
to live mode, a BurstMAP is usually not set to a satisfactory volume yet; the person using
the CI might perceive sound as either too soft or too loud. Therefore, MCL levels should
then be globally adjusted by scaling the MCL proportionally on all activated channels. This
final map is called the LiveBurstMAP.

Another important task in behavioral fitting is balancing the perceived loudness of the
channels along the electrode array. If single channels are set too loud or too soft compared
to other channels, the person using the CI might adjust the global loudness by modifying
the volume setting on their audio processor to prevent painful sensations or to compensate
for a loss of sensitivity in certain frequency ranges. An imbalance in the loudness between
channels can lead to reduced quality of hearing perception and poorer performance in
speech perception tests [5,6]. In addition, an imbalance in the loudness between channels
can affect the perception of spectral sound cues [7]. Thus, finding the right stimulation
level for each channel and finding the right stimulation level across the entire electrode
array are important and complex steps of the fitting procedure.

This behavioral approach to CI fitting is commonly used and is effective for many
people. However, this approach can be very challenging in people who are not able to
provide the audiologist with reliable (verbal) feedback, e.g., very young children and
toddlers with limited expressive language skills [3,4], individuals with special needs, and
the elderly [8]. In such cases, fitting cannot adequately be performed or completed, and
the only option is to adopt a fitting procedure that is mainly based on the audiologist’s
observation and subjective judgement [5].

Electrophysiological measures, such as the electrically evoked compound action poten-
tial (ECAP), electrically evoked stapedius reflex threshold, and electrically evoked auditory
brainstem responses, are objective measures that have gained importance in these situa-
tions. Several studies investigated the quantitative properties of these objective measures
and their potential clinical applications [9–12]. It has been suggested that these objective
measures could be useful in producing reliable fitting maps that are not based on the
subjective feedback of the person using the CI [13,14] and could possibly speed up the
fitting process [4,5].

The ECAP is a measurement of the synchronized response of a group of auditory
nerve fibers to an electrical stimulus [15]. Compared to other objective measures, there are
several advantages to working with the ECAP: no extra equipment or external recording
electrode is required to obtain an ECAP measurement [15]; intra-operative ECAP data
remain sufficiently stable over time, which means they can be used postoperatively in
initial fittings [16]; and, with the fitting software systems that are currently available,
ECAP thresholds can be determined quickly and reliably [17–19]. The aforementioned
characteristics make it easy to measure and collect ECAP data and to incorporate the ECAP
as an objective measure into clinical practice.
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Over the past two decades, several studies have assessed the extent to which ECAP
measurements could be useful in fitting procedures [4,9,12–14,20,21]. High correspondence
between visually determined ECAP thresholds (i.e., the audiologist’s observations) and
automatically determined ECAP thresholds (by extrapolation from the amplitude growth
function) have been found in several studies [17,18,22–24]. This suggests that ECAP
thresholds that are automatically recorded by the CI’s system software could be a useful
parameter in initial fittings, i.e., the fittings performed at activation or switch-on.

Some authors concluded that ECAP responses should be combined with subjective
responses and that the initial fitting procedures should rely on both subjective and objective
measures [21,25–27]. This recommendation is mainly due to large variations in the strength
of the correlation between the ECAP threshold and the behavioral MCL levels that were
measured by an audiologist. The correlation has been described as “poor”, “weak”, or
“moderate” in both adult [25] and pediatric [28] study populations. Alvarez et al. [4]
reported an “appreciable” statistically significant correlation between ECAP thresholds
and the behavioral MCL levels. However, the authors concluded that ECAP thresholds
should not be used to predict MCL levels; a fitting map based on ECAP thresholds alone
would not be reliable. The relative error between the MCLs that were calculated from
ECAP thresholds (with a linear regression model) and the behavioral MCLs (measured by
an audiologist) was more than 20% for most channels. The authors cited a previous study
that showed an estimation error ≥ 20% in the MCLs had significantly reduced the quality
of hearing perception for the study participants [4,5]. Furthermore, He et al. [15] provided
a comprehensive overview of ECAP studies that reported large variability in the between-
subject and within-subject correlation in both the adult and pediatric study populations.

According to Vaerenberg et al. [3], there exist huge differences in clinical practice for
fitting procedures. If there were concrete evidence on the reliability of an objective measure
such as the ECAP, then the ECAP would become part of the common practices observed at
CI centers. In 2012, a survey conducted at 47 CI centers in 17 countries found that 56% of
the participating centers performed fittings by behavioral threshold determination. The
remaining 44% used either intra- or post-operative ECAP thresholds to predict threshold
stimulation values, and then proceeded to verify and adjust the thresholds behaviorally [3].
A 2018 systematic review of 37 publications that describe 32 studies on ECAP-based fitting
procedures concluded that there is no substantial proof that ECAP data could be useful in
fitting procedures. The authors concluded that the ECAP threshold is a weak predictor of
both the behavioral threshold and of the MCL levels [8].

MAESTRO is the CI system software developed by MED-EL GmbH (Innsbruck, Aus-
tria). ARTFit is embedded in MAESTRO as an integrated software tool. ARTFit is based
on AutoART [29], which uses FineGrain Technology to measure ECAP thresholds [23,30].
“FineGrain” is the name of a stimulation paradigm that samples the amplitude growth
function in small stimulus steps, which allows for accurate ECAP threshold determination.
Thus, ARTFit measures ECAP thresholds and then estimates the MCL levels on active
channels along the electrode array. ECAP thresholds are recorded on adjacent electrodes at
a sampling rate of 60 Hz. The user is provided with a visual indication of the measurement
progress and if a threshold has been found. Blanking is used and an average of 14 curves
are analyzed. These consist of seven anodic cathodic curves and seven cathodic anodic
curves. System amplification is 100 times the baseline and the signal is 5 kHz low-pass
filtered. An ECAP-based initial fitting map is produced, which the audiologist adjusts in
live mode for comfortable loudness.

The aim of this study was to assess ARTFit’s functionality in terms of four evaluation
measures that were applied to the ECAP-based initial fitting maps produced with ARTFit:
the average deviation of the MCLs per channel of the electrode array from the MCLs of
clinical maps, correlations of the MCLs with those of clinical maps, fitting duration (FD),
and speech reception threshold (SRT). The study provides a prospective and controlled
assessment of the overall safety and performance of ARTFit in adult and pediatric users of
MED-EL CIs.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. ARTFit

MAESTRO offers ARTFit as an integrated tool for producing ECAP-based initial fitting
maps. Within ARTFit, ECAP thresholds are automatically determined using MAESTRO’s
AutoART function [29] using the FineGrain stimulation paradigm [30].

We used the default setting “Quick mode” throughout our study. In “Quick mode”,
ECAP threshold determination occurs on at least four channels that are alternated between
basal, medial, and apical sections along the electrode array. On channels where the ECAP
threshold was impossible be determined, linear inter- and extrapolation are automatically
applied to estimate the value of the threshold on those channels. Using the linear regression
described in Alvarez et al. [4], normalized values for each channel are calculated. The
normalized profile is thus “flattened”, as described in Alvarez et al. [4], and only 42% of
the original ECAP threshold profile is present. Initial MCLs for all active channels are then
calculated from the “flattened” normalized profile. This is done by scaling the charge level
so that the maximum MCL in the initial map is 5 qu while preserving the MCL profile.
If too few ECAP thresholds were found or were not spatially well-distributed, the initial
MCLs on all active channels were set to the maximum of 5 qu.

The initial MCLs produced with ARTFit (ECAPMAP) are placed in MAESTRO’s fitting
editor. The audiologist activates the map by switching it to live mode and globally adjusts
the MCLs across all channels for comfortable loudness. This live adjusted map is the
LiveECAPMAP that was stored on each participant’s audio processor.

2.2. Participants

Thirty-three participants were recruited and enrolled in the study: 23 adults (≥18 years)
and 10 children (4–6 years). The inclusion criteria were as follows: all participants were
users of uni- or bilateral MED-EL CIs who had at least 6 months of experience with implant
use in the ear that was tested; participants’ clinical map should not have been based on
ART thresholds; at least 10 out of the 12 channels (note that all CI electrode arrays by
MED-EL have 12 channels) should have been active with the clinical map enabled in the
ear to be tested; adult participants should be able to perform speech intelligibility tests with
Hochmair–Schulz–Moser (HSM) sentences and achieve more than 35% at 10 dB signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR), or an SRT of less than +5 dB in the Oldenburg Sentence Test for Children
(OLKISA); pediatric participants should be able to perform an open-set speech test; and all
participants should be fluent in German. The exclusion criteria were as follows: persons
with a cochlear malformation who use a CI; and persons who use uni- and bilateral CIs
with electric-acoustic stimulation (EAS).

2.2.1. Adult Subgroup

Twenty-three adult participants were enrolled in the study. One adult participant
(A01) was withdrawn from the study and excluded from all statistical analyses due to a
protocol deviation. Data for 22 adult participants (8 males, 14 females) were included in
the statistical analyses. The mean age at enrolment was 60.2 years (±11.9 years SD; range
32.1 years to 77.5 years). The mean age at implantation was 55.5 years (±12.7 years SD;
range 19.5 years to 75.3 years). The adult participants were implanted with Sonata TI100,
Pulsar CI100, Concerto, or Synchrony, and with a Standard, FLEXSOFT, FLEX28, or FLEX24
electrode array. An OPUS 2, OPUS 2XS, SONNET, or RONDO audio processor was in use.

Table 1 summarizes the demographic data of the adult subgroup.
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Table 1. Demographic data of the adult subgroup.

Subject
ID 1

Age at
Implantation

(Years)

Duration of
Hearing

Loss (Years)

Age at
Testing
(Years)

Time of
Hearing
Loss 2

Implant 3 Electrode
Array 4

Audio
Processor

Disabled
Channels 5

A02 43 43 46 Pre SY F28 SONNET None
A03 47 Unknown 48 Pre SY F24 SONNET E12
A04 66 25 69 Post SY STD OPUS 2 None
A05 57 17 58 Post SY F28 SONNET None
A06 59 1 62 Post SY F28 SONNET None
A07 59 2 67 Post SO F24 OPUS 2 None
A08 64 57 68 Post CO F28 OPUS 2 None
A09 36 18 39 Post SY F28 SONNET None
A10 58 2 65 Post SO STD SONNET None
A11 52 20 60 Post SO STD OPUS 2XS None
A12 64 51 69 Post CO FSO SONNET E01 & E02
A13 59 12 65 Post CO STD SONNET E11 & E12
A14 45 41 50 Post CO STD OPUS 2 None
A15 20 14 32 Post PU STD SONNET None
A16 45 10 47 Post SY F28 SONNET None
A17 66 3 68 Post SY F28 SONNET None
A18 53 2 59 Post CO F28 SONNET None
A19 63 5 67 Post CO F28 OPUS 2 None
A20 72 43 78 Post CO STD OPUS 2 None
A21 52 13 56 Post SY F28 SONNET None
A22 66 2 75 Post SO STD SONNET E11 & E12
A23 75 16 77 Post SY F24 RONDO E12

1 Full subject ID starts with “ARTF_43_” followed by the displayed individual number (A = adult). 2 Pre = prelingual,
Post = post-lingual. 3 SY = SYNCHRONY, SO = SONATA TI100, PU = PULSAR CI100, CO = CONCERTO. 4 STD =
STANDARD, F28 = FLEX28, FSO = FLEXSOFT, F24 = FLEX24. 5 E refers to the number of the electrode channel.

2.2.2. Pediatric Subgroup

Ten pediatric participants (9 males, 1 female) were enrolled in the study. One pediatric
participant (C04) was withdrawn from the study as per the decision of his/her parent.
After fitting procedures were completed, there was a long waiting time before we could
proceed with the speech perception tests. This imposed too much stress on this participant.
Therefore, he/she was included in the demographic data but excluded from all statistical
analyses. Data for two pediatric participants (C02 and C08) were incomplete and the
participants were excluded from the respective analyses (see Section 3). The mean age at
enrollment was 5.7 years (±0.89 SD; range 4.0–6.8 years). The mean age at implantation was
15.4 months (±10.6 SD; range 5.9–39.2 months). The pediatric participants were implanted
with Concerto or Synchrony, and with a FLEX28, FLEX24, or FLEX20 electrode array. An
OPUS 2 or a SONNET audio processor was in use.

Table 2 summarizes demographic data on the pediatric subgroup.

2.3. Study Design

This clinical investigation was a prospective, acute, monocentric study. All study
participants were tested according to the same study procedures and had only one appoint-
ment at the ENT Department for the purpose of this study. This appointment was scheduled
in addition to the study participants’ routine visits. The participants were asked on the
same day if they would be willing to participate in the study. The participants were not
compensated for their participation in the study—only travel expenses were reimbursed.
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Table 2. Demographic data of the pediatric subgroup.

Subject
ID 1

Age at
Implantation

(Years)

Duration of
Hearing

Loss (Years)

Age at
Testing
(Years)

Time of
Hearing
Loss 2

Implant 3 Electrode
Array 4

Audio
Processor

Disabled
Channels

C01 0.5 0.5 6 Pre CO F20 OPUS 2 None
C02 2.2 2.2 5 Pre SY F24 SONNET None
C03 0.6 0.6 4 Pre SY F28 SONNET None
C04 0.7 0.7 5 Pre CO F28 OPUS 2 None
C05 3.3 1.5 5 Pre SY F28 SONNET None
C06 1.2 1.2 6 Pre CO F28 OPUS 2 None
C07 0.9 0.9 6 Con CO F24 OPUS 2 None
C08 0.8 0.8 7 Con CO F28 SONNET None
C09 1.8 1.7 7 Pre CO F28 SONNET None
C10 0.9 0.2 5 Pre CO F28 OPUS 2 None

1 Full subject ID starts with “ARTF_43_” followed by the displayed individual number (C = child). 2 Pre = prelingual,
Con = congenital. 3 SY = SYNCHRONY, CO = CONCERTO. 4 F28 = FLEX28, F20 = FLEX20, F24 = FLEX24.

2.4. Procedure

Our participants were either (1) bilateral CI users or (2) unilateral CI users with very
little functional residual hearing on the contralateral side. In order to avoid bilateral
benefit, the contralateral ear of participants with unilateral CIs was plugged throughout
the fitting procedure and during the speech perception tests. The better performing ear of
participants using bilateral CIs was determined by looking at the clinic’s records of their
speech perception test results. This ear was tested throughout the study.

Impedance field telemetry (IFT) measurements were performed first. By measuring
impedances on all electrodes, it was determined whether each electrode along the array
was working properly. Only participants with at least ten active electrodes could proceed
with the study; this was a requirement to participate in this study. All candidates fulfilled
this requirement and no candidate had to be excluded for this reason.

The map with which participants entered the study was saved and used as their
ClinMAP. MED-EL recommends that THR levels are set to 10% of the MCLs on all active
channels. This is the recommended default setting for THR levels since MAESTRO 7.0. All
study participants use MED-EL CIs, thus THR levels on all active channels remained at
this default setting in the ClinMAPs. A default volume of 90% was used, allowing users to
increase the volume until 100% in soft listening conditions. If deemed necessary, adjust-
ments to the ClinMAPs were made based on participants’ subjective feedback, according
to standard clinical practice. In the pediatric subgroup, adjustments were made on an
individual basis according to the clinic’s internal guidelines, while taking each pediatric
participant’s developmental status into account. These adjustments were incorporated into
the ClinMAPs before the start of any study-related measurements.

In the adult subgroup, maps based on behavioral fitting procedures (BurstMAPs) were
produced as follows. A new map with default settings was produced. In behavioral meth-
ods, MCLs are usually measured on all activated channels before setting the corresponding
THR levels on those channels. Thus, the MCLs were measured with fitting bursts (burst
MCLs) on each channel first and then the corresponding THR levels were set to 10% of
the burst MCL on each channel. During the final step, the perceived loudness across all
channels was balanced relative to the loudness of a medially located channel, mostly E06.

In the pediatric subgroup, burst MCLs were measured in the same way as in the
adult subgroup. The corresponding THR levels were then set to 10% of the burst MCL on
each channel.

In both subgroups, the MCLs of the BurstMAPs were globally adjusted in live mode
according to the participants’ subjective feedback. The resultant maps of this procedure
were live adjusted BurstMAPs, i.e., the LiveBurstMAPs. The fitting duration of the Live-
BurstMAPs (FDburst) refers to the time required to carry out the procedures that produce
the LiveBurstMAPs, beginning with bursting the first channel of a default map (BurstMAP),
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oversetting of MCLs, balancing, and final global adjustment of loudness in live mode.
This duration was recorded with a stopwatch. Both the LiveBurstMAPs and ECAP-based
maps were produced during the participants’ single test appointment. To ensure that the
LiveBurstMAPs were produced independently of and remained unbiased by the ECAP-
based procedure, the LiveBurstMAPs were always produced first and the ECAP-based
maps thereafter.

ECAP-based maps (ECAPMAPs) were produced with ARTFit as follows. A map with
the default settings was produced with MAESTRO’s ARTFit workflow. Channels that were
disabled in each participant’s ClinMAP were also disabled for their ECAPMAP. As in the
fitting procedure used to produce the BurstMAPs, THR levels were set to 10% of the ECAP-
based MCLs on each channel. A default volume of 90% was used. Once the audiologist
switched the map to live mode, MCLs were globally adjusted according to the partici-
pants’ subjective feedback. The resultant maps of this procedure were the live adjusted
ECAPMAPs, i.e., the LiveECAPMAPs. The fitting duration of the LiveECAPMAPs (FDecap)
refers to the time required to carry out the procedures that produce the LiveECAPMAPs,
beginning with the ARTFit workflow, over the ECAP measurements and final global
adjustments in live mode. This duration was recorded with a stopwatch.

The three maps (ClinMAP, LiveBurstMAP, and LiveECAPMAP) were saved on pro-
gram locations 1, 2, and 3 of the participants’ audio processors, and were later used in the
speech perception tests. The order in which the maps were saved on the three program
locations was pseudo-randomized (according to the individual participant’s study file) to
reduce biased learning effects on the study results. A copy of each participant’s ClinMAP
was saved on program location 4. The audiologist who conducted the fitting also pro-
grammed the audio processor. The audiologist who conducted the speech perception tests
did not know to which program locations the first three maps were saved. The participants
were not told in which program location different maps were saved. See the following
section, Evaluation measures, for how the study hypotheses were formulated.

Speech perception was assessed with OLKISA, which is an adaptation of the Olden-
burg Sentence Test (OLSA). It is a validated and reliable speech audiometry test that is
suitable for any age ≥ 4 years [31]. OLKISA was chosen to ensure that the speech reception
threshold (SRT) scores of the adult and pediatric subgroups were comparable. The value of
the SRT, measured in dB, where 50% of the words presented in a sentence were correctly
understood (SRT50), was assessed. A constant speech level at 65 dB SPL and adaptive
speech-shaped noise were presented to participants from 0◦ azimuth. In an adaptive proce-
dure, the noise level was adapted until SRT50 was found [32]. To minimize reverberations
and disturbances from outside, the speech tests were performed in a sound treated room.

The participants had a training phase before the speech perception test phase. The
adult participants were given two training lists and the pediatric participants were given
only one training list. All participants used their ClinMAP during the training phase.
As already mentioned earlier, the ClinMAPs were stored on program location 4, which was
only used for this purpose. The training phase(s) started at +20 dB SNR. The results of the
training phase(s) were used to determine the starting SNR of the test phases by adding
+10 dB to each participant’s (average) SRT. In this way, comparable initial conditions for
the adaptive test were created.

Similarly, during the test phase, the adult participants were tested with two test lists
and the pediatric participants were tested with only one test list. This was the case for each
of the three maps saved on their audio processor, i.e., the ClinMAP, LiveBurstMAP, and
LiveECAPMAP, which were randomly saved on program locations 1, 2, and 3.

2.5. Evaluation Measures

Deviations to ClinMAP MCLs in any direction, namely too high or too low, can be
expected to be detrimental for the CI user. Consequently, the absolute value of the deviations
is of interest in this analysis. As the clinical MAP is expected to be the most detailed, any
new map has to be compared with it. To interpret the amount that the absolute difference
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is, in relation to ClinMAP MCLs, is relevant. Therefore, for the the comparison of MCLs
per channel for all the active channels of the electrode array for each of the participants’
LiveECAPMAP and LiveBurstMAP, the following quantities were defined:

1. For any given channel, RDecapMCL is the magnitude of the relative difference (in %)
between the MCL of the LiveECAPMAP (MCLecap) and the MCL of the ClinMAP
(MCLclin), with MCLclin as the reference value.

RDecapMCL =

∣∣∣∣ MCLclin − MCLecap

MCLclin

∣∣∣∣ ∗ 100 (1)

2. For any given channel, RDburstMCL is the magnitude of the relative difference (in %)
between the MCL of the LiveBurstMAP (MCLburst) and the MCL of the ClinMAP
(MCLclin), with MCLclin as the reference value.

RDburstMCL =

∣∣∣∣ MCLclin − MCLburst
MCLclin

∣∣∣∣ ∗ 100 (2)

The quantities RDecapMCL and RDburstMCL were compared in the adult subgroup. It
was hypothesized that the difference, ∆MCL, between RDecapMCL and RDburstMCL would be
less than 20%. Therefore, the following hypothesis was tested:

∆MCL = RDecapMCL − RDburstMCL < 20% (3)

The above criterion was based on the work of Sainz et al. [5], whereby imbalances in
both the THR levels and the MCL levels have negative effects on the hearing sensitivity of
the person using the CI. However, an imbalance in the MCL levels has a greater negative
effect on hearing sensitivity than an imbalance in THR levels. Therefore, an imbalance
in the MCL levels is of greater clinical importance than an imbalance in the THR levels.
An underestimation of the MCL level in one channel does not affect the remaining bal-
anced channels but reduces hearing sensitivity in the frequency band associated with the
unbalanced channel. The authors provided a quantitative evaluation of the tolerance for an
imbalance in MCL levels: an underestimation of 20% in the MCL levels reduces hearing
sensitivity significantly, i.e., the non-overlapping confidence interval, by about 11 dB hear-
ing loss (HL). Hence, we extrapolated from Sainz et al. [5] (Figure 1) that a difference of
<20% is not of clinical relevance.

To compare the average deviation of the LiveECAPMAPs from the ClinMAPs with
the average deviation of the LiveBurstMAPs from the ClinMAPs, the following quantities
were defined:

3. RDecapMAP is the mean of RDecapMCL (Equation (1)).
4. RDburstMAP is the mean of RDburstMCL (Equation (2)).

The quantities RDecapMAP and RDburstMAP were compared in the adult subgroup. It
was hypothesized that the difference, ∆MAP, between RDecapMAP and RDburstMAP would
be less than 20%, thereby testing the following hypothesis:

∆MAP = RDecapMAP − RDburstMAP < 20% (4)

To assess if the ECAP-based maps produced with ARTFit could save time in the
clinical setting, the mean percentage difference in the fitting duration of the maps was
considered: the fitting duration FD (in minutes) of the LiveECAPMAPs was compared to
the FD (in minutes) of the LiveBurstMAPs. It was hypothesized that, in the adult subgroup,
the mean fitting duration of the LiveECAPMAPs (FDecap) would be shorter than the mean
fitting duration of the LiveBurstMAPs (FDburst). A superiority margin was set for the mean
percentage difference, ∆FD (in %), in the fitting duration of the two fitting maps, with
FDburst as the reference value:
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∆FD = 100∗ (FDburst− FDecap)
FDburst

> 10% (5)

We assumed that an FDecap that is shorter than FDburst by 10% is clinically relevant.
To evaluate the quality of each map, participants’ speech reception threshold (SRT)

was measured. The relative difference to the ClinMAP is used, since large SRT variations
in the ClinMAP across subjects can be expected and are not the focus of our analysis. The
following quantities were used:

RDecapSRT is the difference (in dB) between the SRTs that were measured when partic-
ipants were fitted with the LiveECAPMAPs (SRTecap) and the SRTs that were measured
when participants were fitted with their ClinMAPs (SRTclin).

RDecapSRT = SRTecap − SRTclin, (6)

5. RDburstSRT is the difference (in dB) between the SRTs that were measured when
participants were fitted with the LiveBurstMAPs (SRTburst) and the SRTs that were
measured when participants were fitted with their ClinMAPs (SRTclin).

RDburstSRT = SRTburst − SRTclin (7)

In accordance to Article 21(4) of the Assistive Technology Guideline of the Federal
Joint Committee [33], a difference in SRT ≥ 2 dB was regarded as clinically significant. Thus,
in order to compare RDecapSRT and RDburstSRT in the adult subgroup, it was hypothesized
that the difference, ∆SRT, between RDecapSRT and RDburstSRT would be less than 2 dB. The
following hypothesis was tested:

∆SRT = RDecapSRT − RDburstSRT < 2 dB, (8)

The same set of quantities defined in Equations (3), (4), (5), and (8) were measured in
the pediatric subgroup. As long as a paired t-test is used, the SRTecap and the SRTburst can
also be directly compared. The data obtained in the pediatric subgroup were separately
evaluated in an explorative analysis of the subgroup.

2.6. Statistical Methods

The one-sample inference test was used for the sample size calculations (G*Power 3.1).
A minimum sample size of 22 participants was calculated for the primary endpoint and for
the co-primary endpoint. For the primary endpoint (∆MAP), a non-inferiority margin of
20% and a standard deviation (±SD) of 37.63% [4] with a power of 80% and an alpha-level
of 0.05 was used. For the co-primary endpoint (∆FD), a non-inferiority margin of 1.17 min
that is 10% of the standard fitting method for LiveBurstMAPs and a standard deviation
(±SD) of 2.16 min [34] with a power of 80% and an alpha-level of 0.05 was used. Due to the
exploratory nature of the analysis in the pediatric subgroup, no sample size calculation was
possible for this subgroup. The paired sample t-test or the Wilcoxon signed-rank test were
used for pairwise comparisons. To verify the data distribution, the Kolmogorov–Smirnov
test together with the Shapiro–Wilk test were applied. Statistical significance was set to
p ≤ 0.05. IBM SPSS Statistics Version 24 (IBM, Armonk, New York, NY, USA) was used for
the analyses. Figures were plotted in R.

3. Results

The study objectives and hypotheses were formulated for the adult subgroup and
extrapolated to the pediatric subgroup. The same set of measures were used and separately
analyzed in the two subgroups.

3.1. Charge Levels per Channel

Figure 1 shows the charge levels per channel of each map (ClinMAP, LiveBurstMAP,
LiveECAPMAP) that was saved to the participants’ audio processors and the ECAP thresh-
olds used to produce the LiveECAPMAPs. The charge levels of two adult and two pediatric
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participants are shown. Figure 1a shows the adult participant, A05, who had the minimal
(i.e., the smallest) deviation of their LiveECAPMAP from their ClinMAP. Figure 1b shows
the adult participant, A15, who had the maximal (i.e., largest) deviation in those two maps.
Similarly, Figs 1c and 1d show the charge levels per channel of each map and the ECAP
thresholds for the pediatric participants who had the minimal and maximal deviations of
their LiveECAPMAPs from their ClinMAPs. In 24 of 31 participants, the ECAP thresholds
were lower than the charge levels of all three maps.
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Figure 1. Charge level per channel for selected study participants. The charge level per channel of four
participants for each map was saved on their audio processors. The ECAP threshold (solid dot) used to
calculate the LiveECAPMAPs (diamond) is shown. Recall that ARTFit’s default setting ‘Quick mode’
was used throughout the study. In ‘Quick mode’, at least four channels are measured in an order that
scans the entire electrode array. Thus, only four measurements of the ECAP threshold are shown for
each participant. Adult subgroup: (a) the minimal deviation of the LiveECAPMAP from the ClinMAP
was observed in participant A05; (b) the maximal deviation of the LiveECAPMAP from the ClinMAP
was observed in participant A15. Pediatric subgroup: (c) minimum and (d) maximum deviations of
the LiveECAPMAP from the ClinMAP were observed in participants C07 and C03, respectively.

It was observed in both subgroups that the MCL levels of the ECAP-based maps
before activation, i.e., the ECAPMAPs, were lower on each channel than the MCL levels of
the ClinMAP on the corresponding channel. This gave the audiologist an indication that,
before switching to live mode, the ECAP-based maps were not uncomfortably loud for the
person using the CI.
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Figure 2 shows the charge levels for all three maps in the adult (Figure 2a) and
pediatric (Figure 2b) subgroups. The relationship between the maps observed in the
four participants shown in Figure 1 seems to be representative of both subgroups. In
both the adult and pediatric subgroups, the ClinMAPs lie above the LiveBurstMAPs
and LiveECAPMAPs; whereas no consistent pattern could be identified between the
LiveBurstMAPs and LiveECAPMAPs.
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Figure 2. Charge levels of the three maps for the two subgroups. The charge level per channel taken
over all participants in (a) the adult subgroup and (b) the pediatric subgroup for each map saved
to participants’ audio processor. Median values are shown as black horizontal lines. Open circles
represent outliers. The length of the box represents the interquartile range (IQR). The bottom edge
of the box is the 25th percentile (lower quartile) and the top of the box is the 75th percentile (upper
quartile); the median (thick horizontal line) is the 50th percentile. The length of a whisker corresponds
to data points and extends to a maximum of 1.5 times the IQR. Outliers are defined as data points
that lie 1.5 times the box height above (below) the 75th (25th) percentile.
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A difference between the two subgroups could be discerned from Figure 2. It was
observed that the MCL levels across the three maps are, in general, higher in the adult
subgroup than in the pediatric subgroup. Both subgroups had one test session, but children
are usually fitted over several sessions. It was a challenging task to perform fittings in the
pediatric subgroup in one test session.

3.2. Average Deviation of MCLs per Channel

The relative difference, RDecapMCL, between the MCLs of the LiveECAPMAPs (MCLecap)
and the MCLs of the participants’ ClinMAPs (MCLclin) was compared to the relative
difference, RDburstMCL, between the MCLs of the LiveBurstMAPs (MCLburst) and the MCLs
of the participants’ ClinMAPs (MCLclin) in the adult subgroup. It was hypothesized that
their difference, ∆MCL = (RDecapMCL − RDburstMCL), would be less than 20% for each
channel (see Equation (3)).

3.2.1. Adult Subgroup

Figure 3 shows ∆MCL for all 12 channels in the adult subgroup. The mean of ∆MCL
was calculated for each of the 12 channels and ranged between −2.84% and +8.77%.
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For all 12 channels, the values of RDecapMCL and RDburstMCL did not differ significantly
(Wilcoxon signed-rank test: p-values for the ∆MCL per channel ranged from 0.131 to 0.904).
The 95% confidence interval (c.i.) across all channels had an upper bound that ranged from
+0.87% to +19.56% and a lower bound that ranged from −7.26% to −1.93%. Therefore, the
95% confidence interval supported the hypothesized non-inferiority margin of <20% for
all channels.

There is a high group correlation, i.e., taken over the participants of the adult subgroup,
between the MCLecap and MCLclin values across all channels (r2 = 0.732; p < 0.001). A similar
group correlation between the MCLburst and MCLclin values (r2 = 0.779; p < 0.001) across all
channels was found. The group correlation between the ECAP thresholds and the MCLclin
across all channels was, in contrast, relatively poor (r2 = 0.149; p < 0.001).
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3.2.2. Pediatric Subgroup

Figure 4 shows ∆MCL for all 12 channels in the pediatric subgroup. The mean of ∆MCL
for each channel was calculated in the same way as for the adult subgroup and ranged
from −12.32% to −1.43%.
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RDecapMCL and RDburstMCL across all channels did not differ significantly (Wilcoxon
signed-rank test: p-values for ∆MCL per channel ranged from 0.066 to 0.953). The 95%
confidence interval had an upper bound that ranged from −0.25% to 8.47% and a lower
bound that ranged from −28.56% to −11.32% across all channels.

As in the case of the adult subgroup, a high group correlation was found between the
MCLecap and the MCLclin values across all channels (r2 = 0.616; p < 0.001). A lower group
correlation between the MCLburst and the MCLclin values across all channels (r2 = 0.517;
p < 0.001) was found. The group correlation between the ECAP thresholds and MCLclin
across all channels was poor and statistically not significant (r2 = 0.001; p = 0.880).

3.3. Average Deviation of the Fitting Maps

The relative difference, RDecapMAP, between the LiveECAPMAPs and the partici-
pants’ ClinMAPs was compared to the relative difference, RDburstMAP, between the Live-
BurstMAPs and the participants’ ClinMAPs in the adult subgroup. It was hypothesized
that the difference, ∆MAP, between these two quantities, i.e., (RDecapMAP − RDburstMAP), is
less than 20% (see Equation (4)).

3.3.1. Adult Subgroup

Figure 5 shows ∆MAP for each participant of the adult subgroup. For all participants,
∆MAP lies between ± 8%. For 10 out of the 22 participants, ∆MAP was negative (A02, A03,
A04, etc.). In these 10 participants, the LiveECAPMAPs differed less from their ClinMAPs
than the LiveBurstMAPs differed from their ClinMAPs. In other words, these 10 partic-
ipants’ LiveECAPMAPs were more similar to their ClinMAPs than the LiveBurstMAPs
were to their ClinMAPs. In the other 12 participants, their LiveBurstMAPs were more
similar to their ClinMAPs than their LiveECAPMAPs.
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for participants of the adult subgroup. The group data of ∆MAP are shown as a box plot to the right,
where the median value is shown as a black horizontal line.

The values of RDecapMAP and RDburstMAP did not differ significantly (Wilcoxon signed-
rank test: p = 0.590). The mean of ∆MAP was 0.47% (95% c.i. −1.43% to +2.36%; range:
−7.60% to +6.57%). Thus, the 95% confidence interval supported the hypothesis for non-
inferiority of the LiveECAPMAPs to the LiveBurstMAPs.

3.3.2. Pediatric Subgroup

Figure 6 shows ∆MAP for the pediatric subgroup. For seven of the nine participants,
∆MAP was negative. For these participants, the LiveECAPMAPs differed less from their
ClinMAPs than the LiveBurstMAPs differed from their ClinMAPs (i.e., the LiveECAPMAPs
were more similar to the ClinMAPs than the LiveBurstMAPs were to the ClinMAPs).
RDecapMAP and RDburstMAP did differ significantly (Wilcoxon signed-rank test: p = 0.021).
The mean of ∆MAP was −7.57% (95% c.i. −1.61% to +13.52%; range: −20.5% to +2.99%).
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3.4. Fitting Duration

The fitting duration of the LiveECAPMAPs (FDecap) was compared to the fitting
duration of the LiveBurstMAPs (FDburst) in the adult subgroup. It was hypothesized that
the mean of FDecap (in minutes) is shorter than the mean of FDburst. Furthermore, a ∆FD of
−10%, as in Equation (5), was considered clinically relevant.

3.4.1. Adult Subgroup

Figure 7 shows FDecap and FDburst for each participant of the adult subgroup. The
mean of FDecap was significantly lower than the mean of FDburst (Wilcoxon signed-rank test:
p < 0.001). On average, the fitting duration with FDecap was 37.5% (± SD: 29.75%; 95% CI:
−50.71% to −24.32%) shorter compared to FDburst. The mean of FDecap was 5.70 ± 2.59 min
(range 1.90 min to 11.98 min) and the mean of FDburst was 9.27 ± 1.75 min (range 6.83 min
to 14.72 min).
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Figure 7. Fitting duration of the live adjusted maps per adult participant. Fitting duration FDecap
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subgroup. The group data of FDecap and FDburst are shown as boxplots to the right, where the median
values are shown as black horizontal lines.

The 95% confidence interval supported the hypothesized superiority of the Live
ECAPMAPs over the LiveBurstMAPs in terms of the fitting duration.

3.4.2. Pediatric Subgroup

Figure 8 shows the fitting duration for the pediatric subgroup. The fitting of young
children is a challenge that must be met with patience. We did not succeed in establishing a
LiveBurstMAP for participant C02. A flat map was fitted instead, i.e., all MCLs were set to
the same value and no live adjustments were made. A comparison of the fitting duration
of a LiveBurstMAP to the fitting duration of a LiveECAPMAP cannot be shown for this
participant. The participant was excluded from this analysis.

The mean of FDecap was significantly lower than the mean of FDburst (Paired sample
t-test: p = 0.010). On average, the fitting duration with FDecap was 50.4% (±SD: 25.59%; 95% CI:
−71.80% to −29.01%) shorter compared to FDburst. The mean of FDecap was 3.03 ± 0.69 min
(range 1.97–4.22 min) and the mean of FDburst was 7.35 ± 3.25 min (range (3.95–12.77 min).
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Figure 8. Fitting duration of the live adjusted maps per pediatric participant. Fitting duration FDecap

for the LiveECAPMAPs (dark grey) and FDburst for the LiveBurstMAPs (light grey) in the pediatric
subgroup. For participant C02, a flat map was fitted instead of a LiveBurstMAP and, therefore, a
comparison of its fitting duration with that of the LiveECAPMAP cannot be shown. The group data
of FDecap and FDburst are shown as boxplots to the right, where the median values are shown as solid
black horizontal lines.

3.5. Speech Reception Threshold

The difference, RDecapSRT, between the SRTecap and the SRTclin was compared to the
difference, RDburstSRT, between the SRTburst and the SRTclin. It was hypothesized that their
difference, ∆SRT, is less than 2 dB (see Equation (8)).

3.5.1. Adult Subgroup

Figure 9 shows ∆SRT for each participant of the adult subgroup. The SRTs used in
the data analysis were calculated by averaging the results from conducting the speech
perception tests with two OLKISA test lists. The values of RDecapSRT and RDburstSRT did
not differ significantly (paired sample t-test: p = 0.404). For 20 of the 22 participants,
the absolute value of ∆SRT was less than 2 dB. For the remaining two participants (A21
and A22), the absolute value of ∆SRT was greater than 2 dB. The mean ∆SRT was 0.25 dB
(95% c.i. −0.35 dB to +0.85 dB) in the adult subgroup, which supported the hypothesized
non-inferiority margin of <2 dB.
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3.5.2. Pediatric Subgroup

Figure 10 shows ∆SRT for each participant of the pediatric subgroup. The SRTs of
participant C08 when fitted with the LiveECAPMAP are not available because the Live-
BurstMAP was accidentally saved on program locations 2 and 3. Therefore, participant
C08 had to be excluded from the analysis of speech perception test scores.
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The SRTs used in the analysis stem from a single OLKISA test list. RDecapSRT and
RDburstSRT did not differ significantly (Wilcoxon signed-rank test: p = 0.326). The mean
∆SRT was −2.37 dB (95% c.i. −8.82 dB to +4.07 dB). In contrast to adults, the 2 dB criterion
was not applied to the pediatric group, as was reflected in the Methods.

The absolute value of ∆SRT was less than 2 dB only for participant C01. For all the
other participants, the absolute value of ∆SRT exceeded 2 dB. For participants C02 and C05,
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the absolute value of ∆SRT exceeded 10 dB. Better results (lower SRTs) were achieved with
the LiveECAPMAP in comparison to the LiveBurstMAP in participants C01, C02, C03,
C07, C08, and C09. SRT achieved with LiveECAPMAP were better in comparison to the
ClinMAP in participants C05, C07, and C09.

3.6. Adverse Events and Device Deficiencies

No adverse events and no device deficiencies were reported during or after the study.

4. Discussion

Currently, CI fitting requires a trained audiologist who sets the behavioral thresholds
and MCL levels based on the subjective feedback of the person using the CI. This can
be a challenging task when the person is not able to provide reliable (verbal) feedback.
Objective measures such as the ECAP have been proposed to aid the fitting process in such
cases [4,8].

The study presented in this paper evaluated the safety and performance of ARTFit in
both adult and pediatric users of MEDEL CIs. Four evaluation measures were defined to
assess ARTFit’s functionality in terms of the MCLs per channel of the electrode array, the
average deviation of the fitting maps from the participants’ clinical map, fitting duration,
and speech reception threshold. ARTFit uses ECAP thresholds to produce an initial fitting
map. The ECAP-based initial fitting maps were compared to burst maps produced with
standard behavioral procedures.

The relative difference between the MCLecap and the MCLclin was found to not differ
significantly (<20%) from the relative difference between the MCLburst and the MCLclin.
This, in turn, implies that the MCLs of the LiveECAPMAPs were non-inferior to the
MCLs of the LiveBurstMAPs in both the adult and pediatric subgroups. Similarly, the
magnitudes of the average deviation of the LiveECAPMAPs and the LiveBurstMAPs from
the ClinMAPs were found to differ by less than 20%. In other words, the average deviation
of the LiveECAPMAPs from the ClinMAPs was non-inferior to the average deviation of
the LiveBurstMAPs from the ClinMAPs in both the adult and pediatric subgroups. The
mean fitting duration of the LiveECAPMAPs was significantly shorter than that of the
LiveBurstMAPs in both subgroups: 5.70 (range 1.90–11.98) vs. 9.27 (6.83–14.72) min in the
adult subgroup and 3.03 (1.97–4.22) vs. 7.35 (3.95–12.77) min in the pediatric subgroup.
The mean percentage difference, ∆FD, in the fitting duration between the LiveECAPMAP
and the LiveBurstMAP was −37.5% in the adult and −50.4% in the pediatric subgroup.

The MCLecap of the LiveECAPMAPs did not exceed the comfortable loudness levels
of our study participants. This is in line with the observation that none of the MCLs
of the ECAPMAPs (before activation) exceeded the MCLclin. We can thus conclude that
the ARTFit procedure does not lead to uncomfortable loudness or any painful sensations
for the person using the CI. No adverse events were reported during or after the study,
which demonstrates that ARTFit is a safe tool for producing initial fitting maps in the
clinical setting.

Recently, it was suggested that the usefulness of objective measures such as the ECAP
in fitting procedures should be assessed by measuring speech perception because speech
perception is directly related to quality of hearing [8]. For the sake of the comparability of
the data collected in this study, speech perception in the adult and pediatric subgroups
was tested with OLKISA. Although OLKISA is suitable for ages ≥ 4 years, our experience
in this study was that the test conditions were challenging for the pediatric participants.
Speech perception tests were scheduled immediately after the fitting procedure. Some
participants became easily distracted, physically active, tired, increasingly unresponsive,
or impatient with the OLKISA procedure. Other participants were observed to perform
well in the beginning but became less responsive towards the end of testing. There were
some participants who spoke so softly that the test administrator could not be sure of
their response. Hence, some of the poor scores that were recorded in this subgroup were
not only due to a particular map but could also be due to other factors, such as the test
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procedure, the test environment, and attention span. Regarding individual participants,
participants C02 and C05 were the youngest members of the pediatric subgroup in terms of
both chronological age and hearing age (see Table 2). Participant C02 was fitted with a flat
map instead of a LiveBurstMAP (see results on fitting duration), which might have led to a
very high SRT score for this participant.

In a follow-up study, the authors might consider an additional test, such as the playful
interactive Adaptive Auditory Speech Test (AAST) (Hörzentrum Oldenburg gGmbH,
Oldenburg, Germany) [35]. The AAST is suitable for ages ≥ 4 years and has a similar test
duration to OLKISA.

Having said that, conclusions can still be drawn about both subgroups’ overall per-
formance in the speech perception tests. In both subgroups, the SRTs measured with the
LiveECAPMAPs were non-inferior to those measured with the ClinMAPs. Similarly, the
SRTs obtained with the LiveECAPMAPs were non-inferior to and did not significantly
differ from the SRTs obtained with the LiveBurstMAPs. In other words, the participants’
performance in OLKISA when fitted with LiveECAPMAPs was comparable to their per-
formance when they were fitted with the ClinMAPs and with the LiveBurstMAPs. The
ECAP-based initial fitting maps produced with ARTFit did not compromise the study
participants’ performance in the speech perception tests.

The map that resulted in the participants’ best individual performance differed from
person to person. Averaging the SRT scores over all the participants in the adult and
pediatric subgroups revealed that each subgroup’s overall best performance was with the
ClinMAPs (see Table S1). This is not an unexpected outcome because the participants’
ClinMAPs are the result of adjustments to the map parameters that were made over several
fitting sessions.

The correlation between the MCLecap and the MCLclin across all channels was r2 = 0.732
(p < 0.001) in the adult subgroup and r2 = 0.616 (p < 0.001) in the pediatric subgroup. We
compared these values with correlations that were calculated in other studies, i.e., the
correlation between evoked stapedius reflex thresholds and behavioral MCLs and the
correlation between maps based on the stapedius reflex threshold and behavioral MCLs.
A high overall correlation of r2 = 0.846 (p < 0.001) between post-operative reflex thresholds
and MCLs was found in a study with 6 adult participants who were fitted with MED-EL
devices [36]. For all six participants, the median reflex thresholds and median MCLs had a
similar dependence on the stimulated channels, which means the values of the median re-
flex threshold and median MCL recorded at each channel were similar, and this relationship
was observed across all channels. Such a high correlation between post-operative reflex
thresholds and the MCLs of behavioral maps suggests that the stapedius reflex threshold
could be a useful objective measure for determining MCLs in adults. The usefulness of the
reflex threshold was also assessed in a pediatric population. A correlation of r2 = 0.789 was
found between MCLs that were calculated using the reflex threshold and MCLs that were
measured with behavioral methods in 7 pediatric study participants who had at least 1 year
of experience with their MED-EL devices [37]. The correlations we calculated between the
MCLecap and the MCLclin values were comparable to the correlations reported for the adult
and pediatric populations of these two studies.

In our study, the correlation between the ECAP thresholds that were measured with
ARTFit and the MCLclin was r2 = 0.15 (p < 0.001) in the adult subgroup and r2 = 0.001
(p = 0.880) in the pediatric subgroup. Hence, only a weak significant correlation between
ECAP thresholds and the MCLclin values was found in the adult subgroup, while a
non-significant correlation was found in the pediatric subgroup. Recent studies that
calculated correlations between ECAP thresholds and the MCLs of clinical maps obtained
the following r2-values: 0.28 for 49 participants aged 1–67 years (mean age = 15 years) [4];
0.14 for 47 pediatric participants [38]; 0.19 for 16 adult participants [14]; and 0.07 for 36 of
41 pediatric participants [39]. The values of r2 obtained in our study are thus comparable
to these results and our study adds to the body of literature that report a weak correlation
between ECAP thresholds and the MCLs of clinical maps. Furthermore, our results are in
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agreement with the recommendation made by Alvarez et al. [4] that ECAP thresholds can
be used to calculate and set MCL levels in initial fitting maps.

Our study has its limitations, however. The aim of this clinical study was to assess the
overall safety and performance of ARTFit. We designed the study to obtain and interpret
group means in our four evaluation measures for both the adult and pediatric subgroups.
We thus acknowledge that the individual results (see Table S1) obtained in both subgroups
exhibit the between-subject variability in map parameters and in SRT scores that are well
documented in the literature. Furthermore, our study is prone to selection bias due to the
inclusion criteria applied to the study population.

The feasibility of ARTFit as a clinical tool for performing ECAP-based fittings is limited
by two factors. Firstly, a weak correlation between the ECAP threshold and behavioral
MCLs is well documented in the literature. Secondly, attempting to draw conclusions about
the feasibility of ECAP-based fitting procedures from our results would necessarily be
based on a group mean correlation between the ECAP threshold and behavioral MCL levels.
The systematic literature review by de Vos et al. [8] recently evaluated study conclusions
about ECAP-based fitting procedures. The authors found that most study conclusions are
based solely on group mean correlations, which are not representative of the variability of
individual within-subject correlations. There remains scope for a future follow-up study
with ARTFit that takes between-subject variability into account.

The international survey conducted by Vaerenberg et al. [3] found that, in the absence
of good clinical practice guidelines for behavioral CI fitting procedures, some common
practices could still be identified. A single activation or switch-on session is usually
followed by several fitting sessions during the first year. During follow-up sessions, several
adjustments are made to the map parameters. These procedures are known to be quite
effective in people who can provide reliable (verbal) feedback to the audiologist. In terms
of its clinical application, ARTFit is useful for initial fittings in people who cannot provide
subjective feedback.

Finally, a weak significant correlation between the ECAP thresholds that were mea-
sured with ARTFit and behavioral MCLs was found. It is thus important to note that
although ARTFit can assist the audiologist with initial fittings, it cannot replace the need
for behavioral feedback during or after activation sessions.

5. Conclusions

ARTFit is a safe, quick, and reliable tool for audiologists to produce ECAP-based initial
fitting maps in adults and young children who cannot provide subjective feedback. It is
suited for the task of estimating initial MCLs during activation (or switch-on) of the audio
processor. The ECAP thresholds that were measured with ARTFit in this study did not
correlate well with behavioral MCLs, which is a result well documented in the literature.
ARTFit cannot replace the need for behavioral feedback during or after activation. During
follow-up sessions, audiologists continue to adjust each person’s map parameters to their
individual needs, according to subjective feedback.
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//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/life12020269/s1, Table S1: Database. Maximum comfortable
loudness (MCL) levels, fitting duration (FD), speech reception thresholds (SRTs), and speech coding
strategies of the ClinMAP are listed for all participants.
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